
 According to James Slevin (15 February 2007) the internet is a global network of interconnected 

computer hardware and software systems, making possible the storage, retrieval, circulation, and 

processing of information and communication across time and space. The internet is a very 

important historical source , It is one of the most prestigious indispensable tools of modern 

times, some people cannot even imagine life without the internet even imagine the world without 

the internet because we believe we need the internet to function as the world in our daily lives. It 

makes planet earth move. The internet started to change and get better during 1990s and today it 

is still developing, new techniques because of the government, scientist and academia. During 

the 1990s it was one of the best times to create new digital ways especially for researchers, 

historians, scientist, anthropologists etc. because this meant that they could retrieve their findings 

about certain things much more rapid and easier and could store their information for the next 

generation to see and also so that people can have access to see their findings via the internet. 

Today millions of people around the world connect with one another via the internet it is the 

fastest way of communicating with people across the borders.  The internet has made life so easy 

that public and the government sector because it has brought change in the function and structure 

of these two sectors.  

History of the internet 

The internet is such a crucial tool in our everyday lives that we hardly remember that it hasn’t 

been there forever. 

We can not say whom made the internet be where it is at today as many pioneering scientists, as 

well as programs and engines developed new features, they all worked together and brainstormed 

things to create and better the internet. It all started as a daft paper to connect with several 

computers in a workplace but only for it to get bigger and better.in the 1950s computing was 

merely known concept because most computers were only available in laboratories and 

government research. It was only in the 1980s that some people and countries could use the 

internet and the new technology in public. In the 1970s Robert E. Kahn and Vint Cerf developed 

a internet protocol which was a model that would be able to transport information from one 

computer to another. And between multiple networks. 1969 was the time when ARPANET 

brought over its first message in order t communicate from one computer to another. Although I 

mentioned that there was not one or two people involved in creating the internet but Tim  

Berners was praised and honored to being the one whom created the internet because in 1989 he 

came up with a web in a document in which at first the people whom he worked with did not 

accept it because they didn’t believe it could actually work out and bloom and become  a thing 

that it is today. Tim Berner created websites such as URL, HTTP and HTML which are used 

today in order to retrieve information from the internet. 



Censorship in the internet 

With the introduction of the internet, different forms of censorship and different motivations for 

censorship have evolved. Terms that are used include e-censorship, cyber censorship, net 

censorship and internet censorship (Bitso, Fourie & Bothma 2012). According to the Internet 

Society (2012). Censorship being blocking things that are not appropriate to be in the internet so 

the censorship controls access to certain aspects. The government also enforces internet 

censorship because one has to use go on a certain portal to enter a certain website. Parents, 

teachers and religious groups are not the only people enforcing censorships. internet Censorship 

in my own understanding is when the government controls what people can and can not see 

online, information that the government doesn’t like should not cross the border for example, if 

someone writes something b ad about the government online then people will not be able to see 

it as it will  be immediately removed. Long time ago the government used to burn books that 

didn’t support, or the government thought was bad. In china they only approve information or 

post thing on the internet that is approved by the government. One cannot retrieve certain 

information on the internet because regulators feel and believe that it is either illegal, 

discriminative, inappropriate and explicit so it cannot be seen meaning it can not be published or 

viewed on the internet. 

According to Warf (2011), there are multiple reasons for internet censorship. These include 

political repression of dissidents, human rights activists, or comments insulting to the state (as 

has happened in China, Iran and Myanmar, for example); religious controls to inhibit the 

dissemination of ideas deemed unorthodox (as found in many Arab states); protection of 

intellectual property including restrictions on illegally downloaded movies and music; cultural 

restrictions that exist as part of the oppression of sexual minorities or ethnic minorities (for 

example, the refusal to allow government websites in certain languages).  

The internet censorship is different at every country because not all countries are democratic, 

some countries limit the access of information that people can retrieve on the internet. 

Censorship was also taking place in response to events such as elections, protests and riots. 

Many people have different opinions about censorship. Some people think it is a decline to 

freedom of expression some think it should only exist in some form on the internet.  A huge 

amount of people think that we should have a human right to access the internet and also publish 

anything as it is freedom of speech. 

Some censorship are good for the country like not having access to pornography on government 

channels, no videos or publication that discriminate other cultures  etc. other censorships are 

cruel like burning down books of historical significance that the next generation needs to read 

and know about all because the government is trying to protect themselves. 

Development of the internet during 1990s 

When we talk about development, we mean growth, expansion, changes and that is exactly 

what happened to internet during the 1990s and it was one of the greatest things to happen in 

the world/other societies. Many things were done via the internet and more people started to 



use the internet to interact, do research and to address issues happening around the world. The 

internet brought improvement in the quality of life and you can tell this by the way things are 

today. Places like the Himalayan are a perfect example of development this region was one of 

the most poor, underdeveloped and isolated regions in the world. They had no contact with the 

outside countries so they had no knowledge on what was going around the rest of the world. 

They suffered from poor infrastructure like buildings, electric systems, power and 

communication meaning they had had poor or no access to resources like the internet, 

computers and also service providers. During the 1990s it is then that they started using the 

internet/having access to the internet they then started to address their problems as a society 

amongst the rest of the outside countries and during this period changes were seen and made 

because the improvement in the quality of life changed, they were well connected, 

infrastructure got better, people had access to learning etc. and this was all because of the 

development of the internet. 

Internet diffusion in internet development 

During the 1990s what is called internet diffusion took part which in my understanding is when  

not everyone in the world having access to the internet because low income countries couldn’t 

be able to experience economic growth as they was high percentage of poverty, social 

inequality and environmental damage ( Cobyer & Hills,1984). Internet diffusing was all around 

the world, the pressure of having internet rose and many countries started to make use of the 

internet. To prove that there was internet diffusion social media was made and Facebook was 

created in 2004 the US had the most or more Facebook than the whole world because they 

were the most developed at that time and had the best internet connection. Facebook then 

diffused around the rest of the countries in the world Twitter also diffused rapidly. All the social 

media promoted and influenced internet growth, more and more people started using the 

internet. Although the internet diffused it mostly diffused first in more developed countries like 

China who had the most population and so had many internet users and the countries that 

were low developed, they had a little amount of internet usage. The most factor of internet 

diffusion would be the availability of reasonable priced educational ad access to personal 

computers and also the income levels and innovative capability of the country (Beilock & 

Dimitrova,2003).   

Positive impact of internet development: 

Socio economic development 

During this development of the internet many things like socio economy developed too. The 

government and agencies from other countries noticed that it is important that the developing 

countries have access to the internet. Both the government and international agencies came to a 

common agreement that the internet and other telecommunications technology should be 

regarded as a strategic national infrastructure (Kenney,1995, Mansell & When 1998). People 

realized that it was important that developing countries have good infrastructure like network 



connection because in order for that country to develop then they had to be in contact with the 

rest of the world and also be aware of things happening around them. When the internet 

communication improved a lot of things like economic productivity, governance, education, 

health and quality of life changed, especially in rural areas, (Adam,1996,Press 1996), for 

example in the rural areas of the Eastern cape, the education is much more better than it used to 

because you can tell by the increase in matric pass rate last year. There are clinics and schools in 

some rural areas and also, they have better network connectivity because now we can 

communicate with our families through texts, phone calls and social media and that is something 

that couldn’t happen many years ago. Some rural areas can develop because they are trying to 

keep up with the urban areas. Another example of socio economic development is the 

networking project launched by the commonwealth secretariat in 1990 called the COMNET.IT. 

These projects aimed to improve government collaboration within the commonwealth group of 

countries using electronic networks to facilitate the sharing of data on administrative reform 

experiences (Quresh & Cornford,1994). 

Positive impact of internet development: 

Economic productivity 

The development of the internet during the 1990s was also the reason for economic productivity. 

Commercial connection like wi-Fi and other links like LinkedIn became the fastest growing 

component of the internet even today still. More and more companies and businesses are 

establishing closer links with potential business partners, business partner, clients as well as 

consumers through the internet. They also are able to retrieve resources that they need via the 

internet. Many businesses and companies are expanding and growing because of the connection 

they have with people via the internet in other words the internet is the tool for the economic 

productivity of the country and the growth of businesses. Many local companies are expanding 

because they can now sell to people outside of the country(nationwide) through the internet and 

today we call that online shopping where one can even pay online via internet banking. The 

businesses are also blooming because they no longer have to spend huge amounts of money 

printing advertisement, creating posters, flyers etc., they started using social media and also 

online advertisements in order for their business to be known and  that helps businesses get 

exposure and also the whole world can know about the business .They have a great exposure in 

the global market. Network connections also promise improved regional collaboration and 

competitiveness in trade and research, the common market for Eastern & Southern Africa 

(COMESA) & the United Nations Conference on Training and Development (UNCTAD) have 

both said there was and still is till this day a positive potential impact of trade information 

networks on interregional which is when things are traded between two different regions and 

intraregional is when trade is done from one place to another but within the same region. 

Encouraging to strengthen the internet development in communities will enable the people living 

in that country or community to better their lives for example we have what is called the 5G was 

and still is the best thing big thing of wireless internet, it is much more faster and reliable people 

are using it now as it has better internet connection you also choose your own sped and quality. 



Health 

The development of the internet also improved the health in many countries. The use of patient 

reported outcomes in routine practice has received recent interest by health care providers for its 

potential to improve symptom management. PROs help doctors and nurses to notice symptoms 

that they couldn’t notice on patients, for example when you are nauseas or fatigue the PROs will 

help notice what’s wrong and notice these symptoms much faster than a nurse or doctor would 

and could one be able to prevent a sickness or virus very quick, because of the internet that we 

have PROs so indeed the internet has developed the health facilities and health care in the world. 

Through the internet development, health net brings together and link up with care workers, 

health facilitators etc. to come up with ways to prevent certain viruses occurring. In African 

countries and four Asian countries come together as international health organizations. Because 

of the good internet connection we are able to connect with the rest of the other countries in the 

world and that has helped a lot in many things for example we knew of a virus called corona 

virus before it came to South Africa because of the communication via the internet with other 

countries and the countries went through extreme measures to make sure that it does not enter 

our country and also warn people in our country to go for a checkup with a doctor when they 

have symptoms of the virus. By doing this everyone around the world is aware of the virus and 

we are alert of its symptoms and also ways to prevent not having it. Countries are able to help 

each other to control the speed of this virus and also come up with a cure for it. 

Education  

Education is also one of the many things that developed during 1990s because of the 

development of the internet. The networks like google, google scholar websites etc. had and still 

has play a significant role in our academic lives, today we have doctors, nurses, anthropologists, 

teachers etc. Because of the internet, the world has one of the best scientists and historians 

because of the access to the internet, learning has been made easy also because of the internet 

development. The educators do not have to teach each and everything in class as the students 

have access to learning online via the internet, there is YouTube where we can learn how to cook 

and how to be creative and create different thing. People also upload videos on YouTube to help 

people understand certain things better. In recent years distance learning was vouched to be 

relevant for countries that are still developing because of the large numbers to educate. The 

distance learning is also very helpful to geographically dispersed people. The education 

percentage increased ever since the internet was created. 

Religion 

Internet development has impacted the religions in a good way because it has put religions like 

Catholics on the spotlight on the largest social changes happening in religious culture. The 

Catholics have innovated with religious formation online and created digital community for the 

faithful. 

 

 



Poverty alleviation and empowerment 

The internet has been so helpful in trying to end poverty around the world. Many countries and 

people have managed the crisis and poverty alleviation amongst international organizations. 

Many projects were implemented or created to help with the food crisis and insecurity and one of 

those NGOs are Greater Horn of Africa Electronic Communications Network for International 

Development (USAID). The main reason for this project was to be inContact with African 

countries so they can be able to help the poor African countries when they have crisis like lack of 

food for example there was a time when  people in Tanzania had no food, they were starving and 

they let the whole know that they were experiencing a food crisis via the internet and wealthy 

people donated food to them, many pictures were took that were put on social media to show 

people how they lived and all thanks to the internet development they were helped and we are all 

able to help each other especially the developed countries now can help the countries that are 

poor and not developed in many ways . The electronic networking has made it easy and has gave 

access for farmers to deliver important information when one of them is in crises caused by 

famine. (Adam, 1996, Panos,1998). 

The interne has also empowered people in the rural areas since they have access to the internet 

and have access to online studying they now are empowered to make their village a better place 

meaning the technology has started to develop and now they migration from the rural to the 

urban areas has decreased as there are now jobs created. They now started to create information 

technology meaning more job opportunities are starting to build up in the rural areas. 

Democracy 

Because of the development of the internet more countries are becoming more democratic. The 

internet promote democracy in so many ways because people can have access on what is 

happening in the world and country and can also share their own opinions with people on social 

media about the government without being in trouble. 

I in honesty cannot imagine myself without the internet, I cannot even imagine the world without 

the internet. I even sometimes think if the world would cope without the internet sometimes. The 

internet takes the planet earth go around and helps to make it move so I do not have a picture of 

myself living in a world without the internet. 

My life would definitely be different without the internet. Without having internet banking 

would frustrate me because I would have to stand in long ques just to draw money out of the 

ATM. Life without google scholar and google I think I would be a bookworm, I would have to 

read books of which I don’t like reading so life without the internet would mean I would have to 

spend long hours searching for information in the library. 

Without the internet I also think I wouldn’t know what’s happening around the world and I 

wouldn’t be able to know about the different cultures meaning I would most definitely not know 

how to treat other people from different backgrounds, cultures and race. My life would also 

because I will have nothing to entertain me like YouTube and twitter, my dress sense would also 

be boring because I won’t know the trendy clothes in style that people post on Instagram. 



I wouldn’t be as inspired to be successful if I didn’t see how successful people live and how they 

carry themselves if I didn’t have the internet to see all these different inspirational things that 

people do meaning I would most probably think the life I am living is the only life to live of 

which it’s not. 

Conclusion 

The internet is a global phenomenon that provided infrastructure and interaction in many 

countries. As the world become larger so does the internet and its communication it has a direct 

impact on billions of people. Through the internet the world will get better and new technology 

will be created meaning countries that have not yet developed will soon develop at a later stage. 

 

 

 

 

 


